Londomers caught in anti-capitalist protest

By HELENA RAYAM
New Writers

The dissolution or change in function of the Campus Life Council (CLC) is a possibility for the future, as members debated this and other last minute issues at the final meeting of the CLC school year Monday.

"If this body continues to exist, there is work to do," said Brian O'Donoghue, student body president. A current proposal by the Academic Council recommends the formation of a new council that will address similar issues to those of the CLC.

The dissolution or change in function of the Campus Life Council (CLC) is a possibility for the future, as members debated this and other last minute issues at the final meeting of the CLC school year Monday.

"If this body continues to exist, there is work to do," said Brian O'Donoghue, student body president. A current proposal by the Academic Council recommends the formation of a new council that will address similar issues to those of the CLC.

The proposal's main recommendation calls for the formation of an advisory committee to the president of student affairs comprised of student, faculty and administrators. This new Advisory Committee will operate by "Bringing the key players to the table — the students, faculty and administrators — to talk about the problems and tensions that exist between academic and student life," said Michael Palumbo, outgoing student body vice president.

Though the recommendation does not explicitly announce the dissolution of the CLC, some members questioned if the CLC would still be a viable council and if the advisory council would tackle comparable topics.

The Academic Council, chaired by Father Edward Malloy, submitted the proposal to the CLC for review, but also to make them aware that the Officer's Group will meet in August to make more final decisions on the formation of the Advisory Council.

"He does not want to dissolve the CLC without another [council] to take its place," said O'Donoghue. "I think he's trying to get a sense of whether those who sit on this body think this is a good idea because they are the ones most affected," said student body vice president Brooke Norton.

O'Donoghue said the Advisory Council would have a different "channel of communication" with the student body.

Malloy, Crenshaw dedicate new golf course

By FINN PRESSLY
London Correspondent

LONDON

As central London dissolved into May Day protests Monday, the Notre Dame London Centre found itself on the brink of the chaos developing just yards away. Thameside Business School cancelled for Bank Holiday, the approximate British equivalent of Labor Day, many students were in the building using computer and library facilities when the protests occurred.

Protesters were initially focused at Parliament Square, about a mile away from the Notre Dame building, though the melee eventually spread northward along Whitehall to encompass Trafalgar Square, just one block away from the Centre.

Police in riot gear formed a barricade outside the Notre Dame building, and eventually curious students ventured into the demonstration, which had proceeded relatively peacefully throughout the morning. Junior Tom Ogorzalek witnessed one of the most violent incidents of the day, when a McDonald's restaurant on Whitehall was smashed and pillaged by anarchists protesting globalization.

"At 2 p.m., a bunch of masked individuals started to take chairs and bash in the windows of McDonald's," he said. "In about 15 or 20 minutes, it wasn't recognizable as a McDonald's anymore."

"They were throwing fries into the crowd and all of the change from the cash registers," he said, adding that municipal police were initially beaten back by the protesters, who were only dispersed by the police in riot gear.

Protesters gather on and around Nelson's column in Trafalgar Square, London (left), to protest against capitalism. Police units (right) form a barricade between the square and the Notre Dame London Centre. Protests were also held in Berlin, Moscow, as well as a number of U.S. cities including Portland, Ore., New York City and Olympia, Wash.
INSIDE COLUMN

Who we are

The clock is ticking. Just a few short weeks left of my career at Notre Dame. As graduation and bigger things get closer, I find myself trying to capture what it was like to spend five years in this University. I wonder what my classes, my professors, my architecture, drawing cartoons and all the other things we have done with塑造 me. I want to know what kind of person a graduate of Notre Dame becomes. As a collected group, who are we?

I have determined that we are many things, several of them in contradiction. We are huge—the school's national and international draw gives campus a bigger-than-life image. When someone throws a bottle on a basketball court, it’s national news. The same goes for the administration. We are always in a new decision they make. But we are also incredibly small. As a colorless community we barely fill the JACC. Everyone seems to know everyone else, so news travels fast and contentious news even faster. We joke about our nosy in each other’s business and make others concerns our own. Ten years from now we will all talk about the one thing people call our friend Comor who got sick, whether we knew he was sick.

We are arrogant, though sometimes it is endearing, even charming. We know how difficult it is to get into Notre Dame and we are damn proud of the fact we’ve done it. So we're alright, and that self-confidence is attractive. Our courage is that most unsettling to prove to everyone that we have more work and have had less sleep than they have. But there is no school more bountiful when all our athletic teams do well. We are patriotic. We hate our own country when they struggle. For the few successful people we have courage enough to speak from another viewpoint. For us, compromise is always the consideration we get from the administration, we find four more things to criticize. Frequently we are right, sometimes we are wrong, but we are constantly looking for a better model.

We are enterprising. Many alumni have criticized us for tarnishing the school’s image. In the end, we've learned better. American culture in general has been forced to assert its voice, which is often expressed through alcohol. We are saying that we want to go alcohol free for a change and start drinking responsibly by going through a third party vendor, “We are in the midst of a pro- revolution, the most sweeping and advanced internet access, the President outlined plans to ensure privacy is not jeopardized by tech- nology in areas of individual financial and medical records.

The same genetic code that offers hope for millions can also be used in ways that violate personal privacy. I have determined that finding humor in our faults is a healthy way of beginning to deal with them.

We are enterprising. Many alumni have criticized us for tarnishing the school’s image. In the end, we've learned better. American culture in general has been forced to assert its voice, which is often expressed through alcohol. We are saying that we want to go alcohol free for a change and start drinking responsibly by going through a third party vendor, “We are in the midst of a pro- revolution, the most sweeping
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ATTENTION NOTRE DAME JUNIORS & SENIORS

RESIDENT ASSISTANTS NEEDED:

Holy Cross College is looking for a few good men to serve in our residence life program.

Mature men are needed in a coed environment of over 200 freshmen and sophomore resident students.

Live across the street from Notre Dame while being an RA.

The successful RA candidate will receive room and board.

Holy Cross College is a two-year, liberal arts college with a transfer-intent curriculum and a population of approximately 500 students.

If interested, please contact:

Mr. Chris Ruhe
Director of Residence Life
Holy Cross College
P.O. Box 308
Notre Dame, IN 46556
(219) 239-8409
cruh@cvc.nic.edu

HOLY CROSS COLLEGE
Right for you. Right from the start.

Graduate Studentships in Cellular and Molecular Physiology

Full time Ph.D. student positions are available in the Cellular and Molecular Physiology graduate program, beginning August 1999. Research areas include ion channel biology, signal transduction, molecular biology, biochemistry, cell biology, mammalian cell biology, and mammalian cell biology. Some positions are available.

For more information and applications, contact:
Dr. Robert D. Winner, Dept. of Physiology, School of Medicine, Loyola University Chicago, 2160 S. First Avenue, Maywood, IL 60153. Tel: (708) 312-3084. Email: rwinner@lu.edu.

Loyola University is an equal opportunity affirmative action employer.

Notre Dame Naval ROTC

Academic Year 1999-2000

Navy/Marine Corps Awards Ceremony and Change of Command

MAY 3, 2000

4:30 PM at the Hesburgh Library Auditorium

- Awards presented to outstanding Notre Dame Midshipmen by over 30 international, national, and local organizations. Those organizations include: National Defense Industrial Association, Society of American Military Engineers, American Society of Naval Engineers, American Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars, National Sojourners, Marine Corps Association, and many more...

- Leadership by the Class of '01 is formally passed to the Class of '01.

- Comments by Professor of Naval Science Capt. Patrick J. Casey.

- Reception follows formal ceremony.

For additional information:
Phone: (219) 631-7274
Email: carmony.1@nd.edu

Attention Students:

NEED CASH?

Look no further- the OIT is HIRING!

Cluster Consultants (SUMMER/FALL EMPLOYMENT)

DUTIES INCLUDE:

- ANS T R I T I G U S E R S & F E L L O W C O N S U L T A N T S
- MAINTAINING A PLEASANT WORK ENVIRONMENT
- ADMINISTERING THE CLUSTER POLICIES & PROCEDURES

Resident Computer Consultants (FALL)

DUTIES INCLUDE:

- T R O U B L E S H O O T I N G
- INSTALLING & REPAIRING NETWORK CONNECTIVITY OF RESIDENT COMPUTERS IN THE RESIDENCE HALLS
- ANSWERING GENERAL INTERNET SOFTWARE QUESTIONS

Apply now at http://www.nd.edu/~ndoit/employ

Questions? Call 631-8417
Riots
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WHY LUG YOUR STUFF ACROSS CAMPUS?

The Closest You Can Get to Ireland
(Unless you win)

Register at IrelandbyNET.com to win an Irish Holiday for Two! Visit IrelandbyNET.com today to enter for a exciting trip for two to Dublin, including airfare and hotel accommodations for 4 nights at one of Dublin's finest hotels.

There's a new trip to win every month*!

Hurry and enter — the first trip will be given away in June 2000

IrelandbyNET.com is all things Irish with news, sports, weather, history, culture, live chat, discussions & forums and touristic information. Visit us today!

Ireland

BYNET.com

Connect with your community

*See site for more details

MEXICO • BRAZIL • THAILAND • INDIA • ECUADOR

Proceeds from sales of jewelry guarantee the loving hands of Guatemalan families 3 times their average salary, as well as funds for their education.

St. Mary's - In front of Haggar - Rain or wind in LeMans
May 1-May 5, 10 to 5 pm
Notre Dame - LaFortune Room 108 (near phone)
May 8-May 12, 10 to 5 pm

As You Wish

IMPORTS

Sweaters, Tapestries, Jewelry, Accessories, and Much More!

Guatemala • Peru • Mexico • Brazil • Thailand • India • Ecuador

Call 277-5555 for free pick up at your room - on or off-campus.

Boxes Plus • the lower priced shipper

5622 Grape Road - Wilshire Plaza

Bring your belongings and this ad to Boxes Plus and receive a 10% discount.

Three, Four and Five Bedroom Houses

Available for Lease in June 2001

CALL 1-800-463-8124 x5225 FOR APPLICATIONS AND INQUIRIES ABOUT LEASES

THREE, FOUR AND FIVE BEDROOM HOUSES

got news? 1-5323.
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more administrators.

The new Council's structure would differ from that of the CLC, having 18 members with six stu-
dents, faculty and administrative members to look at student and academic issues.

As members discussed their sup-
port or concern about the new Advisory Council, there was uncertain-
ty as to how the new Council would directly affect the CLC. Because the school year is ending, the CLC will not know the progress of the Council's decision for three months.

"We want to be able to deliberate before the August meeting, but...the timing is bad," said former stu-
dent body president Michael Murphy.

"Essentially, what the Officer's Group and Father Mulloly are looking for is our input before a final decision," said O'Donoghue.

One concern of some CLC mem-
bers was the reduction in the num-
ber of students on the Advisory Committee compared to CLC, which has 13 students, one administrator, six rectors and two faculty members.

"This Ad Hoc committee also requires the same thing only lessening the number of students," said off-campus senator Pat Foy.

"We'll have our voice diminished," said Murphy, referring to the situation where the new Advisory Council replaces the CLC.

Palumbo brought up the point that a council with administrators on it would decrease the number of necessary recommendations because the administrators would be accessible to address those con-
cerns.

"I can't see this group talking about the same things that we do," said Bill Kirk, vice president of Student Affairs. He gave examples of the parking and ATM resolutions passed previously this year.

Kirk and others did say there was a fundamental problem with the CLC.

"We get diverted way too often with procedural matters," said Kirk.

Faculty Senate member Professor Edward Manier also expressed his problem with procedures, but said that he supported the Advisory Committee as a replacemen of CLC because the faculty voice would be heard.

"This body was supposed to talk about academic and residential concerns and academics always take back the burner," said Ava Preachter, assistant dean of the College of Arts and Letters.

"Sometime the Council is composed of such diverse professors, running from anarchists to environmentalists. Palumbo said the mood of the demonstration varied greatly.

"I'm not sure if this was really violent, but at other times it was really peaceful," he said. "It was so interesting to see these things first hand."

Tom Herman also found himself in the middle of the action, this time on Parliament Square, where self-proclaimed 'guerrilla gardeners' were reclaiming urban spaces in the name of returning to more environmentally conscious society.

"All of Parliament Square had been uprooted, and all of the grass had been put into the road," said Herman. "Most of the statue-

ues had graffiti on them."

Though riot police tried to contain the demonstra-
tion to Parliament Square, Herman said that they eventually succeeded in breaking the line and began marching south along the Thames River.

"There was a lot of drug use going on and lots of drinking," said Herman.

As riot police began clos-
ing in on the protestors, some students found themselves trapped in Trafalgar Square. Junior Laura Guest was among those who spent nearly three hours behind a police bar-
rail.

Though she only spent 10 minutes in Trafalgar Square, she said that police refused to let her or any of the other protestors and tourists leave.

"They basically had everyone trapped. They kept pushing everyone in to a smaller and smaller area with no exit," she said. "People were yelling at the cops. I was scared I thought violence would break out."

Guest said that before the exit was sealed, the mood had been non-viol-
ent. Once the police began closing in, the tension was heightened dramatically.

The reason for their three-hour intermission was so that police could check the faces of those leaving Trafalgar Square against pictures taken during ear-
lier incidents, namely the McDonald's riot, she explained.

Guest recalled a conver-
sation she had with anoth-
er person being detained in Trafalgar Square.

"This guy told us. 'In America, you guys are citi-
zens. Here, we're sub-
jects.'" he pointed toward Buckingham Palace and said. "And it's all because of her."

"We want to be able to deliberate on the status of the CLC," said Palumbo.

"Maybe the effectiveness of the CLC could increase," he said. "But we need to maintain our input, especially in regard to discipline hearings.

"Some student organizations have academic purpose. They have to be able to deliberate on the status of the CLC at a later date.

In other CLC News:

● The Faculty Senate submitted a resolution about clarifying language in DuLac and "The Source," especially with regard to disciplinary hearings.

● Some student organizations have academic purpose. They have to be free to discuss without concern that their discussions will be subject to reprimand," said Manier.

● The resolution was not passed because of possible discrepancies in the clauses of the resolution.
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Why lug your stuff across campus?

The Closest You Can Get to Ireland (Unless you win)

Register at IrelandbyNET.com to win an Irish Holiday for Two! Visit IrelandbyNET.com today to enter for a exciting trip for two to Dublin, including airfare and hotel accommodations for 4 nights at one of Dublin's finest hotels.

There's a new trip to win every month*

Hurry and enter — the first trip will be given away in June 2000
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As You Wish

IMPORTS

Sweaters, Tapestries, Jewelry, Accessories, and Much More!

Guatemala • Peru • Mexico • Brazil • Thailand • India • Ecuador

Proceeds from sales of jewelry guarantee the loving hands of Guatemalan families 3 times their average salary, as well as funds for their education.

St. Mary's - In front of Haggar - Rain or wind in LeMans
May 1-May 5, 10 to 5 pm
Notre Dame - LaFortune Room 108 (near phone)
May 8-May 12, 10 to 5 pm
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YUGOSLAVIA

U.S. predicts Serb-Albanian conflict

Associated Press

UROSEVAC Touring separate parts of Kosovo, Defense Secretary William Cohen and the departing NATO commander Gen. Wesley Clark warned Monday of new Serb-Albanian violence.

Pentagon spokesman Kenneth Bacon, who accompanied Cohen, said 120 more U.S. soldiers had arrived in Kosovo to begin surveillance operations along Kosovo's eastern boundary with Serbia, where concerns have been raised about insurgency and arms trafficking.

"We have strengthened our capability of interrupting the flow of weapons," Cohen said.

Clark, who leaves his post Wednesday as supreme Allied commander, also warned the Kosovo Protection Corps, the successor to the disbanded Kosovo Liberation Army, to stay out of an insurgency in the Presevo Valley, a region just outside Kosovo, but which has a majority Albanian population.

A newly formed ethnic Albanian rebel group has emerged, calling itself the "Liberation Army of Presevo, Medvedja and Bajina Basta," after the three predominantly ethnic Albanian towns in the region. Clashes in the area involving Serbian police have been attributed to the new group.

Clark stressed that the Kosovo Protection Corps was set up to give help in nonmilitary emergencies like natural disasters.

"We're not going to allow them to get involved in providing logistic support for any fighting," Clark said.

"They're not going to be permitted to have a security role and certainly not a logistical role," Cohen told 500 U.S. troops at Camp Bondsteel, the main U.S. base near Urosecav in eastern Kosovo, that Kosovo remained a "very dangerous place" and declared to speculate when peacekeepers may leave the province.

The 46,000 NATO peacekeepers arrived in June after a 78-day NATO-led bombing campaign drove Yugoslav forces from the province.

"The passions that still here are pretty high, and they are likely to remain high for some time to come," Cohen said. "You are helping ... people to see the benefits of engaging in peaceful intercourse ... as opposed to the kind of hatreds that mean digging deeper graves."
Golf
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in a private, opening-day out-
ing. Joining Warren in the first foursome were Crenshaw, Father William Beauchamp, executive vice president of the University and Stephen Warren, son of the donor.
A 1956 graduate of Notre Dame, Warren is the chair-
man of the board of the William K. Warren Foundation and Warren American Oil Company. His varied business interests involve oil and gas explo-
ation and production, real estate and investments in common stock securities. Warren serves on the advisory council for the Mendoza College of Business and is member of the University's Edward Frederick Sorin and John Cardinal O'Hara Societies.
Warren's father, William Warren Sr., preceded his son as a member of the business college's advisory council from 1949-1986. A pioneering Oklahoma oilman, he founded Warren Petroleum Company in 1922 and merged it with Mobil Oil in 1956. He established the family's charitable foundation in 1945 and lived to age 92, dying in 1990. Natalie Warren supported numerous Tulsa civic organiza-
tions and was active in the family's activities. She died in 1999.
In addition to the Warren Foundation's $7-million gift, Warren and his family made a benefaction to underwrite the construction of the club-
house dining room, pro shop and the first hole.
The Warren Golf Course spans 6,744 yards from the back tees, 6,346 yards from the middle tees and 5,302 yards from the forward tees. It includes 96 bunkers, as well as water — in the form of two lakes and Juday Creek which runs on six holes. It also has a driving range and putting green.

The Warren Golf Course is directed by Jim Godfrey, who was appointed PGA director of golf and general manager in 1999 after serving for the previous four years as head professional and general manager at the award-winning Blackthorn Golf Club in South Bend, Ind. A native of Michigan City, Ind., Godfrey has completed three phases of the PGA Business School and is a Class A member of the PGA. Rieh-Bell Construction Company of South Bend moved some 100,000 yards of dirt in shaping the Warren Golf Course, and Ziołkowski Construction, Inc. of South Bend was principal contrac-
tor for the course's buildings and other structures.
In addition to the Warren Foundation and Bill Warren, other benefactors have con-
tributed to the construction of the course with other gifts for the holes, the varsity golf complex, driving range, putting green, scoreboard, clubhouse patio, and Starter's cottage.
Notre Dame students, facul-
ty, staff and alumni will pay reduced greens fees and may schedule tee times on the Warren Golf Course two weeks in advance.
The public may request tee times one week in advance. Special schedules will be in place during the football seas-
son. Notre Dame will continue to operate its nine-hole course on the southwest side of cam-
pus.
Albright: Lott 'stuck in past' on AIDS issue

Associated Press

WASHINGTON
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright suggested Monday that Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott was "stuck in the past" in not recognizing AIDS as a threat to national security.

"It is very important for people to understand what are the threats to national security," Albright said at a news conference.

Lott, a Mississippi Republican, said Sunday the administration's declaration that the disease was a national security threat was "stuck in the past" in not recognizing AIDS as a threat.

Albright said that with millions of people succumbing to the disease "AIDS is a national security issue."

She said the administration was asking for another $100 million next year for preschool education programs and "it is very important for all those in leadership positions to understand what the new threats to our societies are in the 21st century."

 Asked if she included Lott, Albright said, "If the shoe fits..."

U.N. aims to eliminate nuclear arms

U.S., Russia, U.K., China, and France support new treaty

Albright suggested Monday that security experts were "stuck in the past" in not recognizing AIDS as a threat.

Albright said Monday that the five countries were able to agree to a joint declaration at all considering the vast divisions among them.

The statement only covered the first five nuclear powers, not India and Pakistan, which exploded nuclear devices in 1998 or 1999, which is believed to have nuclear capabilities.

In the statement, the five pledged their "unequivocal commitment to the ultimate goals of a complete elimination of nuclear weapons" as well as another treaty on general and complete disarmament efforts.

The proposals called for the United States and Russia to possess "targeted" at any state a point emphasized by French delegation leader Habert de la Porte in presenting the statement to the general conference.

But members of the New Agenda Coalition, a group of seven moderate countries pressing for further commitment, said the statement didn't go far enough.

Irish delegate Darragh MacFhiobhainn said the statement merely reaffirmed the commitment of the nuclear powers to the NPT's original goals — to which they are already legally bound — not to any new undertaking to actually achieve them.

"The unequivocal commitment in the... statement doesn't move forward at all toward what we are seeking in the New Agenda," said MacFhiobhainn, head of disarmament in Ireland's Foreign Affairs department.

Several arms control experts also pointed to the apparent discrepancy in the statement and new documents that the private Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists reported were drafts of U.S. proposals for U.N. and Russian nuclear disarmament.

Great Opportunity for anyone living in the South Bend/Granger area this summer

Help out a child with Special Needs! Many families are seeking volunteers for the summer.

Flexible hours to fit your schedule. For more information, please call Jessica Hauser at 634-2856 or Kim Lawton at 675-9554

NAY, look who's 21! Happy B-day Crazy

Great Opportunity for anyone living in the South Bend/Granger area this summer

Help out a child with Special Needs! Many families are seeking volunteers for the summer.

Flexible hours to fit your schedule. For more information, please call Jessica Hauser at 634-2856 or Kim Lawton at 675-9554

Your Morning Commute

Why start your day stuck in traffic? There's no such thing as rush hour at an EYA wilderness camp. Our youth counselors live and work in some of the most beautiful, natural settings in the eastern United States. Hike the Appalachian Trail. Canoe the Susquehanna. Sleep under the stars. Develop personal relationships. And help at-risk kids get back on the right path. Doesn't that sound a lot better than breathing exhaust fumes twice a day? For more information, park your mouse at www.eckerd.org.

Send resume to: Selection Specialists/ND, P.O. Box 7450 Clearwater, FL 33759-7450 or e-mail to: recruiting@eckerd.org

All majors encouraged to apply. Paid training provided.

1-800-222-1473 • www.eckerd.org
Changing minds, saving lives through kindness and respect

Let me tell you a true story about something that happened a few days ago. It was described by Mike Johnson, a lawyer in Baton Rouge and sent to me by one of his colleagues.

Johnson’s account, which I quote with permission, is as follows:

“A remarkable event took place at our law office yesterday. Last week, a woman called one of our senior partners, Tommy Benton, to schedule an appointment to discuss the termination of a large, family estate. Though Tommy had no immediate recollection of this woman, he reminded her that she was an old client of one of our firm’s former associates more than 20 years ago, and that she remembered Tommy as being a person whom her family could trust. He thanked her for the kind gesture, and scheduled her for an appointment early this week.

Yesterday (Monday, April 10th), the woman arrived at our office to discuss the necessary legal work. She was accompanied by her daughter, a bright, attractive 23-year-old, who sat in on and contributed to the routine meeting. Tommy enjoyed making the re-acquaintance with this old client of our firm, and particularly enjoyed the input and cheerful smile of the client’s daughter.

After the meeting, the woman and her daughter warmly thanked Tommy for his time and for agreeing to accept their case, and left our office.

About an hour later, Tommy came into my office with a rare, somewhat stunned expression on his face. ‘The most... wonderful thing just happened,’ he said. ‘I just received a most remarkable phone call.’ Less than an hour after she left our meeting, the woman had called Tommy to share with him a very moving story.

‘She explained that over 23 years ago, she was agonizing over a personal crisis. Because her circumstances at the time made her situation untenable, she decided to terminate her unwanted pregnancy. When her female attorney (also one of our former associates) learned that the woman had scheduled an abortion, she convinced the woman to make one anonymous phone call to an associate in her firm who had been extensively involved in various Christian pro-life efforts in the past. That associate was Tommy Benton, and the woman reported that it was because of the compassion and reason that he shared in that call, that she ultimately decided to keep her baby, the greatest blessing and joy of her life.

‘On the phone yesterday, Tommy realized for the first time how much he had shared with the woman he had just met was the child that he had literally talked into existence over 23 years earlier.’

That is the end of Mike Johnson’s story. What can it tell us? When Tommy Benton took that anonymous call, he did not go into the attack mode. Nor did he start a debate about abortion. Instead he treated her as a person, with kindness and concern. He was ready to help. He spoke the truth, with ‘compasion and reason.’ And God took care of the rest.”

As Cardinal Edouard Gagnon described a conversation he had with Pope John Paul II, “He told me truth has a grace attached to it. Anytime we speak the truth there is an internal grace of God that accompanies that truth. The truth may not immediately enter in the mind and heart of those to whom we talk, but the grace of God is there and at the time they need it, God will open their hearts and they will accept it.”

Mike Johnson’s account reminds us that the essential pro-life mission is to change minds and hearts with prayer and the truth, and to save lives one by one. But the point of Mike-Johnson’s story transcends abortion. As he said, it was about grace.

“The lesson? Be ready. You never know when God might use you to change someone’s life forever.”

Something to think about.

Professor Rice is on the Law School faculty. His column appears every other Tuesday. The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
How to de-stress

If you are at all like me, you are a little strung out right now. End of the year projects and term papers due the last day of class seem as if they are not quite upon you, are certainly imminent. The knowledge that you have prepared for your history final by studiously not understanding class and reliably never doing your reading should be reaching your brain. Even if you’re a senior, you still have that minimum amount of work to get done to graduate, and most seniors have, as I have, put this all off as long as possible to hang about with friends.

But there is still work to get done to graduate, and most seniors have, as I have, put this all off as long as possible to hang about with friends. Even if you’re a senior, you still have that minimum amount of work to get done to graduate, and most seniors have, as I have, put this all off as long as possible to hang about with friends.

If children’s books aren’t your thing, you could try what I do, which is do what I do. I like to think of myself as a stress reliever on my own.

If children’s books aren’t your thing, you could try what I do, which is do what I do. I like to think of myself as a stress reliever on my own.
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Fatboy Slim takes trip down memory lane

By CHRISTOPHER SHIPLEY
Same Music City

When asked in 1988 to describe the music that he wanted to make, the answer for Norman Cook was the kind that would get people on the dance floor. "I'd like to make a record that will always get put on at the end of the night," he said.

As a musician and DJ, Norman Cook has known many faces. Cook is better known by the moniker Fatboy Slim and is the man that brought you club favorites like "The Rockafeller Skank" and "Going Out of My Head." Fatboy Slim's 1998 album You've Come A Long Way Baby went platinum several times and was critically acclaimed as the party album of 1998 and 1999.

"Collection" serves primarily as an anthlogy of the work Cook has done over the past 15 years. The man who became known around the world as Fatboy Slim spent the first few years of his musical career in several different British groups that enjoyed success — but not longevity. As the bassist for Dieux Attack and then the Housemartins from 1985 to 1987, Cook learned the tricks of the trade and finally returned to Brighton in the late '80s to start his discography.

While the rest of the album follows a lot of the same tricks that have made Fatboy Slim's other albums so popular, Big Beatz mixed with wonderfully obscure samples dominates the rest of the album. "The World Is Made Up of This and That" by Dweeds & Thoughts may be the most complex remix Cook has ever produced, and he often includes it in his live shows. The album's Old Skool Mix of Wildchild's "Rebepadawg Muster" could be played to the delight of everyone at a party or club.

ALBUM REVIEW

Zeppelin guitarist refuses to sing the blues

By EMMETT MALLOY
Scene Music City

Poor Jimmy Page. The former Led Zeppelin guitarist and rock purist is just itching to play some Zep songs but is only available at a double live album featuring his recent collaboration with The Black Crowes.
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Boy bands battle it out for fans' approval

By LAURA ROMPF
Santa Mon. News

For the fifth straight week, teen idols 'N Sync retained the top spot on the national music charts with their sophomore album No Strings Attached. A similar phenomenon occurred last May when the Backstreet Boys' released their second album Millennium. Although both albums have quality pop songs, Millennium's overall variety makes it a much stronger album.

'N Sync's first release off their new album, 'Bye Bye Bye,' is one of the all-time hits which has captured fans with its catchy lyrics and a fun beat that has proven to start people dancing at any SYR. Their second release, 'It's Gonna Be Me,' offers the same qualities — a fun, danceable song. However, the two songs closely resemble each other and thus leave the listener longing for more variety.

On the other hand, Backstreet's first release, 'I Want It That Way,' differed considerably from their second song, 'Larger Than Life.' "I Want It That Way" gave listeners only a few lines of lyrics to memorize and this made it an instant hit, allowing even the most inexperienced musicians to sing along. "Larger Than Life" was a tribute to Backstreet fans and brought back the techno-synthesized sounds which were so popular in their early days. Kids on the Block made famous years ago.

Backstreet's third release added even more variety to their first two songs. "Show Me the Meaning of Lonely," is a ballad that emphasizes the pain of losing loved ones for various reasons. "Show Me the Meaning" is not the typical boy band ballad. I love you so much please come back to me. Rather, it expresses deeper feelings of rejection, loss and despair.

Another strong ballad is found on 'N Sync's No Strings Attached. 'This I Promise You,' is enough to make any girl tear up. I've loved you forever in lifetime's before. Honestly girls — what line is sweeter than that? However, a few tracks later "Digital Get Down" is the worst song on No Strings Attached. It has a huge fan of 'N Sync but this is simply not a good song — unless, of course, you're into bad pop. Unlike "Digital Get Down," none of the songs from Millennium have to be skipped. Millennium is completely solid. The album has two ballads I Need You Tonight and Back to Your Heart which showcase the Boys' voice and prove to skeptics they do have talent.

Both albums do include a "hardcore" track — or at least as hardcore as a boy band can be. Backstreet Boys' 'I Want You Back' is described one of the band member's encounters with an ex-girlfriend who liked him for his fame and fortune and simply used him. But he's getting the last laugh. Don't bother telling me your reasons why just let us sing a story about you and I don't want you back. 'N Sync's song "It Makes Me Ill" illustrates the same type of hardcore lyrics while describing an old flame's new love. It says, "Cause now I know the competition's very slim to none. And I can tell by lookin' that he's not the one. He's not the type you said you like / his style is wack / clothes are bad / come on girl let him go / I want you back." That's enough to make you leave their women alone, huh guys?

Overall, I'd recommend buying both albums. As much as people don't want to admit it, Backstreet and 'N Sync songs are instants at dances and just singing along to them can improve your mood.
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'High Fidelity' soundtrack has rare variety

By JOE LARSON
Santa Mon. News

Have you ever tried to make a soundtrack of your life? A collection of songs that explain exactly who you are when track of your life? A collection of songs that define you. (1)

As much as people don't want to admit it, Backstreet and 'N Sync songs are instants at dances and just singing along to them can improve your mood.

In "High Fidelity," John Cusack's character does just that. A record store owner whose break-up with his girlfriend causes him to reevaluate his entire life, Cusack journeys to find out what is truly important to him. The movie takes place primarily in a rare records shop, which provides the perfect background for intensely personal, fulfilling and original soundtrack. Cusack's character addresses all the perplexing emotions he has with music at one time or another, and this soundtrack is his character's account of his life throughout the duration of the movie. After the break-up, Cusack's character reverts back to his former girlfriend and friends to figure out what led them to break up with him. During his attempt to figure out his previous shortcomings, the audience is given these songs which amplify the character's pain and suffering over the loss of his girlfriend, whom he really loves. The soundtrack is an amazing Executively produced by John Cusack, D.V. DeVincentis, Steve Ely, and Linda Nelson, this soundtrack follows Cusack's character's plight and ultimately — his recovery. The soundtrack's brutal track work magnificently conveys his true feelings throughout the course of the movie.

This soundtrack is an incredibly eclectic mix of rock and rare songs. It has everything from 60s rock 'n' roll to a 90s hybrid of bass-backed punk. Each song has its own original personality that makes it stand out on the disc. There are such great break-up songs like the Thirteenth Floor Elevators' angry 'You're Gonna Miss Me,' Bob Dylan's sad "Most of the Time," John Wesley Harding's defeated 'I'm Wrong About Everything' and Song's mellow "Cold Blooded Old Times."

These songs are woven between more upbeat songs like the Kinks' "Everybody's Gonna Be Happy," Royal Trux's "Inside Game" and Jack Black's cover of the Marvin Gaye classic "Let's Get It On." There are two tracks from The Velvet Underground, a brilliant group who provides a sound that can only be said to resemble an extremely sad Beatles. The three best songs on the album are "Always See Your Face" by Love, "Fallen For You" by Sheila Naillahhs and "I Believe" by Stevie Wonder. 'Always See Your Face' is a driven song with a beautiful accompaniment of horns reminding a lost lover that their relationship will not be forgotten. 'Fallen For You' is a desperate cry of a woman trying to get the attention of her admired. It is a great story of a woman trying to figure out her unrequited love. Nicholls voice is amazing, complemented by the piano behind her.

Quite possibly the best song on the album is "I Believe" by Stevie Wonder. A great song by Wonder, its strong lead and backing vocals force this song to stay in listeners heads for hours. It is a person's rulling for real love in a world of hardship. This song seals the album and closes it on a positive note. The album takes the listener on a believable rollercoaster of emotions as it changes from upbeat to melancholy and from classic rock 'n' roll to Motown.

The "High Fidelity" soundtrack is a perfect example of an album that exemplifies emotion. It shifts its moods but it shifts in a realistic way that everyone has done before, which makes it more than listenable. It makes it utterly pleasing. Plus, it gives the listener exposure to rare songs we probably would never have heard. It saves us the time of listening to quantities of old records looking for songs to express ourselves. It may even provide us with a few songs we could use for our own musical autobiographies.

John Cusack's character in 'High Fidelity' uses his vast music collection to create the soundtrack for his life — and the movie.

High Fidelity Original Soundtrack
Various Artists
Hip-0 Records

Rating

Photo courtesy of Touchstone Pictures

Overall, I'd recommend buying both albums. As much as people don't want to admit it, Backstreet and 'N Sync songs are instants at dances and just singing along to them can improve your mood. Backstreet does offer more variety, but both albums have hits that make them a must have for any CD collection.
The Red Wings, scoreless in their first nine playoff games of the series, took a 1-0 lead on Larionov’s first goal at 9:38 while Colorado forward Milan Hejduk was off for holding. Tomas Holmstrom’s stick was set up by Nick Lidstrom who patiently glided through the left circle and fired the puck deep passing to Larionov near the left post.

Larionov tapped into Larionov who had an open shot on the right side before Colorado goalie Patrick Roy could到位 er.

Forsberg, who had scored the winning goal in three consecutive playoff games, tied it 1-1 with his fourth goal at 9:39 of the second while Larionov was off for holding. Forsberg, taking a pass from Ray Bourque, sent a slap shot over Detroit goalie Chris Osgood’s left shoulder.

Fedorov’s fourth goal, 30 seconds after Shjon Podein was sent off for tripping, gave Detroit a 2-1 lead. Roy, barely six inches tall, hit Holmstrom and Steve Yzerman, didn’t appear to get a look at the shot from the top of the left circle.

The game was heretofore chip and shot and tip at 7:48 of the third period after Larionov was driven into the boards by Avs forward Serge Aubin.

The Red Wings, who were eliminated in the playoffs in 1997 and 1998, have been eliminated from the playoffs the last three times they have fallen behind 2-0 in a series. The 1996-97, 1999 and 1999-2000 Stanley Cup champions.

Last time Detroit fell behind 2-0 and won a series was in the first round of the 1992 playoffs against Minnesota in seven games.

Devils 5, Maple Leafs 3

If the Toronto Maple Leafs have hopes of regaining their 1993-94 Stanley Cup drought, they better find a way to start beating the New Jersey Devils soon.

Brodeur with New Jersey’s best period of the series and went on to stop 22 shots in lead­ ing the Devils to a 5-3 win.
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Seniors
You can still purchase tickets for Senior Week!
Come to 216 LaFortune
Tuesday 6-8p.m. or Thursday 3-5p.m.
Purchase T-Shirts too!
Class Dinner @ Alumni Senior Club on Wednesday!
Check your E-Mail for further updates on Sr. Week.
Questions? Contact Julie Reising or Andrea Selak @ 1-5117

Don't miss out!
S.U.B.'s final events:

★ AcoustiCafe: Thurs.9-12@ LaFun.
   (last AcoustiCafe 'till Fall- free refreshments!)
★ Micheal Kelsey-Progressive/Agressive Acoustic Guitarist:
   Thurs.8pm@ Recker's
   (co-sponsored by S.U.B. and Notre Dame Guitar Player's Association)
★ Talented Mr. Ripley: Thursday 10.30pm Friday & Saturday 8 & 10:30pm
   101 DeBartolo- no food or drink please! $2 at the door.
★ Stress Reliever: Sunday, May 7th
   LaFortune Ballroom

Major League Baseball
Sox ace predicts no suspension by MLB

Associated Press
Pedro Martinez doesn't think he should be suspended for hitting Roberto Alomar with a pitch. After all, Martinez says, he was only doing his job.
"They shouldn't suspend me," he said Monday. "I didn't fight. I didn't do anything. I do what I have to do for my team."
No disciplinary action has been taken since a brushback pitch by Martinez sent Cleveland's Einar Diaz sprawling in the seventh inning of Boston's 2-1 win Sunday.
In the top of the eighth, Charles Nagy hit Jose Offerman in the side with a pitch. As Offerman took a few steps toward the mound, the Red Sox and Indians ran onto the field from the dugouts and bullpens. Then, in the bottom of the inning, Martinez's first pitch struck Alomar in the backside.
Again, the benches emptied. Again, no punches were thrown.
But Martinez was thrown out of the game.
"I'm going to do what I've been doing. I'm not going to change a thing," he said about protecting his teammates.
Martinez said he doesn't expect to hear from Frank Robinson, baseball's vice president of on-field operations.
"There's no discipline to be issued. There's nothing. There's no fight," Martinez said. "This is all part of the game."
Diaz had doubled twice off Martinez. So the pitcher wanted to back him off the plate. It worked so well that Diaz ended up striking out. He and Martinez glared at each other as he returned to the bench.
"He's a catcher. He knows what's going to happen," Martinez said. "He should just take his place and understand he's going to be pitched inside after he gets two things on two changeups away. He has to expect to be pitched inside."
After Offerman was hit, Martinez stayed in the Boston dugout until Cleveland's Scott Kamieniecki pointed at him. Martinez didn't apologize for not coming out before then.
"I thought everyone in the stadium saw how much guts he has by throwing at a guy's head and then staying in the dugout," Kamieniecki said.
"I understand what I need to do," Martinez said. "I had told (Offerman) not to go out (to the mound) if you get hit."
And he didn't apologize for hitting Alomar.
"I'll back up my teammates any time I have to," Martinez said.

Irish rowing skims past Huskies

The men’s rowing club competed in the Big East Championships in Washington, DC this weekend.

The best showing by the club was in the novice tour, which placed second to Temple, just ahead of Connecticut and Virginia Tech. The varsity eight had a shaky morning start and finished fourth in their heat.

The boat rebounded in the afternoon to place second in the petite finals, and sixth overall.

After finals, the club will travel to Worcester, Mass. to compete one last time this season.

The men’s eight won the silver medal in the most prestigious race at last week’s Midwest Rowing Championships held in Madison, Wis.

Only Wisconsin, a varsity team of national recognition crossed the finish ahead of the Irish.

Left in the wake of coxswain Matt Kleinheide, stroke Sharbil Nammour, John Hagan, Chris Szczep, Sam Wang, Ken Traugot, Ed Bowers, Jack Connor and bowman Ryan Carbon were Northwestern, Chicago, Michigan State, Nebraska, and Cincinnati.

The second varsity eight captured the Bronze medal, again losing only to two boats from Wisconsin.

The novice eight A boat finished fifth among 14 boats.

Ultimate

The men’s ultimate team may have played itself into the national tournament with an inspired seven game performance at the regionals.

The Irish cruised through the first eight games.

After defeating Denison 15-3 and Ohio University 15-6 in the opening rounds, the club defeated a strong Oberlin squad in the quarterfinals 15-12, and perennial power Cornell 15-14 in the semifinals.

The Irish then stumbled against Michigan in the finals, 15-10, before rebounding to crush Oberlin, winners of the losers bracket, 15-8, to claim second in the tournament.

Jim Fleming led the Irish in scoring throughout the prestigious race at last week’s Midwest Rowing Championships held in Madison, Wis.

The statistics in Monday’s Observer for the Blue and Gold game follow. The following are the correct statistics.

corr

Receiving
Tony Fisher 4-18 avg. 4.8, Julius Jones 5-19 avg. 3.8, Chris Yupa 11-46 avg. 4.2

SUMMER WORK

Vector Marketing Corporation is again filling summer positions throughout the U.S.

$13.55
base-appt.

Great resume experience
Customer service and sales
Scholarships available
Conditions apply
Call office nearest to summer location

South Bend (219) 282-2357
Goshen (219) 875-8843
Fort Wayne (219) 471-2113
Merrillville (219) 769-2362
Kalamazoo (616) 349-8146
Kokomo (765) 453-1664
LaGrange (765) 420-0507

Muncie (765) 789-2345
N. Indianapolis (317) 575-9600
S. Indianapolis (317) 575-9600
Bloomington (812) 477-9274
Terre Haute (812) 298-8555
Evansville (812) 477-9274
Jeffersonville (812) 284-5310

www.workforstudents.com/FT
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Women’s Soccer

Warner signs with Irish for fall season

High school senior Amy Warner has signed a national letter of intent to attend Notre Dame, women’s soccer head coach Randy Waldrum announced.

Warner comes to Notre Dame from La Cueva High School in Albuquerque, N.M. She joins Amanda Guzman, Randi Scheller and Melissa Tancredi to comprise Notre Dame’s Class of 2004. Warner was a two-time, first-team all-state forward at La Cueva High School, leading the team in scoring in her junior and senior seasons.

Amy’s a tremendous athlete,” said Waldrum. “She has excelled not only in her soccer environment, but as a track athlete as well. We are very excited about the speed and athleticism she will bring to our program, as well as her goal-scoring abilities.”

A Clinical Social Work Program
Graduate School of Social Work

Admissions Calendar 2000-01

June 15
Last day to apply for Fall 2000

May 19
First day of Summer Sessions

July 18
Last day of Summer Sessions

August 28
First day of Full Session

For further information, visit our Web page:

www.luc.edu/schools/socialwork/

www.workforstudents.com/BT
"don't get caught with your pants down."

Maximum finals coverage

Lecture notes . novel notes . finals toolkit . practice exams
-always (1440.355) open-

versity.com

Where to go when you need to know."
Notre Dame grads score big in Hall of Fame inductions

**Dove to be inducted to College Football Hall of Fame**

Notre Dame two-time consensus football All-American Bob Dove is one of 14 individuals selected for induction to the National Football Foundation's College Hall of Fame for 2000. Dove is one of 14 players and two coaches who will be officially inducted at the National Football Foundation's 43rd annual awards dinner on Dec. 12, 2000, in New York City.

The class will then be enshrined at the College Hall of Fame in South Bend in August, 2001. Dove becomes the first Notre Dame player inducted. Notre Dame boasts more hall of famers than any other school, including five coaches. Dove became the first mover to start for the Irish in 11 seasons. As a freshman in 1939, he caught 15 passes for 187 yards from future Heisman Trophy winner Angelo Bertelli. He received the Knute Rockne Memorial Trophy in 1942 as the top collegiate lineman in the country and also played in the East-West Shrine All-Star game. He was a second-team selection on Street & Smith's All-Time Dream Team for the first 50 years of its publication from 1941-90. A third-round draft pick by the Washington Redskins, the youngstown, Ohio, native spent three years in the Marine Corps. He played nine seasons for several professional teams, earning Pro Bowl recognition in 1951. He served as an assistant coach from 1969 through 1986 for the Detroit Lions and Buffalo Bills and for the University of Detroit and Youngstown State. He currently resides in Canfield, Ohio. Dove became the first player chosen by the Hall of Fame's Honors Review Committee, which considers players who played more than 50 years ago.

**DeBartolo to present Montana at Pro-Football Hall of Fame**

Joe Montana selected the former owner of the San Francisco 49ers as his presenter for induction into the Pro Football Hall of Fame, while Pittsburgh Steelers owner Dan Rooney chose one of his star players to introduce him. Ronnie Lott will be introduced by his father while Howie Long and Dave Wilcox will be represented by their former position coaches.

The inductions will take place July 29 on the front steps of the Pro Football Hall of Fame. Montana picked Edward J. DeBartolo Jr., while Rooney picked former Steelers great Joe Greene. Lott becomes only the second out of 204 inductees to be presented by a parent. Former Oakland defensive line coach Earl Leggett, who urged that the Raiders take Long in the draft, will present him. Wilcox will be introduced by Mike Giddings, his former line coach with the 49ers.

---

**Valuedictorians**

Grading college seniors get an extra $400 cash allowance toward the purchase of a new Dodge vehicle!

**2000 Dodge Dakota**

$750 cash allowance** plus $400 college graduate allowance

**2000 Dodge Neon**

$1,250 cash allowance plus $400 college graduate allowance

**2000 Dodge Stratus**

$2,500 cash allowance plus $400 college graduate allowance

*Ask for eligibility requirements. Not available with certain other offers. **For select Regular Cab Dakotas (V-6 & V-8).
SOFTBALL

Myers, Sharron receive Big East honors

Special to The Observer

After leading 19th-ranked Notre Dame in its fifth straight Big East regular season softball title and the top seed at this weekend's conference tournament, sophomore catcher Jarrah Myers and junior pitcher Jennifer Sharron both earned Big East weekly honors.

Myers earned her second nod as Big East Player of the Week, while Sharron won her third Big East Pitcher of the Week award, sharing the honor with Villanova pitcher Keri Sidler.

Myers led the Irish on offense by hitting .474 (9-for-19) in six games including six runs scored, a double, three home runs and a team-best eight RBIs. She also hit a team high .615 (8-for-13) in Big East games against Seton Hall and St. John's, with a 1.385 slugging percentage.

Myers' week was highlighted by a two home run performance in Notre Dame's 6-2 win over Seton Hall, tying her for the team lead with 10 (ties school record) in 2000. Myers' two home runs also lifted the Irish to a total of 31 for the season, breaking the previous school record of 29 set by the 1999 squad.

Sharron, a leading candidate for conference Pitcher of the Year honors, went 3-0 in three appearances last week with a 0.33 earned-run average. She allowed just one earned run, walked three and struck out 30 in 21 innings pitched.

Briana Moschel struck out seven in game two with a perfect game going into the seventh before a Pirate homerun put a stop to her no-hitter.

The Irish are currently on an eight-game winning streak with wins over Pittsburgh, Illinois-Chicago, St. John's and Seton Hall.

Notre Dame will face Boston College May 5 in Chestnut Hill, Mass. in the first game of the Big East tournament.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION
Sophomore catcher Jarrah Myers was named Big East player of the week for the second time of the season.
Men's Lacrosse

Lax players extend win streak to 6, beat Crimson

By STEVE KEPPEL
Sports Writer

The 12th ranked Notre Dame Men's lacrosse recorded their sixth straight win Sunday, defeating Harvard 11-10. The win puts the Irish at 9-3 giving them their first nine-win season since the 1997 campaign.

After being down 5-4 at the half, the Irish let up another three quick goals in the third period. Behind by four with seven minutes left in the third, the Irish rallied behind the solid play of their offense and scored seven straight goals giving them the 11-8 lead and icing the game.

"On the whole we didn't play poorly, we just didn't make some plays early in the game and their goalie is very good," said Coach Kevin Corrigan.

"In the first half we didn't play too well. They got a couple of cheap goals," said junior Tom Galtzel, who had four goals on the day. "I think we really dominated the second half of the game. We had a nice run where we scored seven goals in a row and that put them in a hole that they couldn't get out of."

Tom Galtzel started the second half run, scoring four of the seven unanswered goals in the third quarter. Dave Ulrich joined the attack with five assists. Jon Harvey added a goal. The starting attack for the Irish accounted for a total of 10 points Sunday.

"This year's team is a little more balanced offensively. We have a lot of guys who can score," said Galtzel.

The high expectations of the team fell early in the season, starting off at 3-3. "We were extremely disappointed to be 3-3 early in the year. We didn't feel like that was reflective of our ability," said Corrigan.

"In the beginning of the season we had a couple of tough losses and we kind of lost a little bit of our confidence," said Galtzel. "We can't help but pleased that we came back and won six in a row and finished up as strongly as we did."

After playing well and winning their last six games the Irish have picked up an added confidence that should help them to do well in the tournament.

"It was after the Loyola game that we really turned things around," said Galtzel. "Since then we have really been playing well as a team. (The Harvard game) was a pretty big win for us because going into the tournament we wanted a lot of momentum. Right now we feel that we can beat whoever we're paired up against."

The Irish have a week off before finding out who they will play in the tournament and where they will be seeded. This trip to the NCAA's marks the eighth time in the last nine years that a Notre Dame lacrosse team has made it to the post-season.
Homers help clinch Big East title for Irish sluggers

By RACHAEL PROTZMAN
sports writer

Notre Dame softball amassed four wins this weekend to clinch its fifth-straight Big East regular season title.

The 19th-ranked Irish, now 43-12 overall and 12-2 in the conference, defeated both St. John's and Seton Hall twice as they earned the top seed for next week's Big East tournament.

"I thought we did a good job of working together. We had team goals instead of individual goals," said sophomore Michelle Moschel. "We learned from our losses to grow together towards our goals. We did a good job of fighting back and staying in it even with losses. We didn't lose, Plus, as a young team, we worked hard not to let being a young team be an excuse for us."

Improving to 6-6 after a 3-13 Big East finish last season, St. John's showed the most improvement throughout the conference. But improvement wasn't enough to stop the Irish.

Junior Jennifer Sharron earned her 22nd win with eight strikeouts as Notre Dame won game one, 7-2.

"I think our pitching staff did an excellent job this weekend," head coach Paul Mainieri said.

"We hit the ball well, in particular our batting average," head coach Liz Miller said.

Sophomore pitcher Matt Buchmeir, shown here against Bowling Green on April 12, will be among the Irish pitchers hoping to shut down Northwestern and hold second place in the Big East.

Big bats lead Notre Dame into Northwestern matchup

By NOAH AMSTADTER
Sports Writer

After winning two out of three games against St. John's to remain in second place in the Big East this weekend, the Notre Dame baseball team hosts Northwestern today at Eck Stadium.

The Irish offense, a question mark early in the season, has been producing the ball as of late. Designated hitter Ken Meyer has hit .339 while leading the Irish scoring as he drove in ten runs.

While he had a home run and two RBIs, Meyer and junior catcher Joe Hietpas, who batted .336, were unable to keep up the scoring against the Wildcats. The team scored only once in the first two innings.

Sophomore pitcher Matt Buchmeir, shown here against Bowling Green on April 12, was not able to keep up the scoring as he drove in three runs to close the Irish scoring.

But the Irish refused to let the Red Storm have the last word as they clinched St. John's 5-4 in game two and tied another school record with their 21st win of the season.

Moschel earned the Irish win as she allowed just three hits. Northwestern, 10th in the Big East, sports an 8-12 conference record.

Junior Melanie A lkire slugged her 10th homerun of the season with a two-run shot in the seventh. A lkire singled before Moschel threw an excellent job this weekend.
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